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Page Pond Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.BLOOD STONE LEGACY weaves a tale of hope, love, following
dreams, fulfilling a destiny and making your own choices. According to an obscure tribal prophecy,
descendants of five original ancient clans, geographically separated for centuries because of
betrayal, will unite and discover their utopia through a special one only if the right path is followed.
A newly, formed school in Berry, Florida provides this setting. Leah, a direct American ancient tribal
descendant, is given an heirloom ruby on her fifteenth birthday awakening her unique abilities of
heightened senses and the power to locate a magical fountain hidden for centuries. Florida s
Fountain of Youth? She is guided by a voice only she can hear. Conflicts arise when arranged
marriages and birth order rules are presented to twenty-first century teenagers. Leah meets Z and
falls for him. They re forbidden to see each other. Z is banished to Alaska and his original tribe
because he s promised to another. Z is forced to obey his tribe to preserve the sanctity of the
prophecy. Enter Heath, a rich descendant of another clan family....
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Absolutely essential study pdf. It is one of the most incredible ebook i actually have go through. Its been printed in an exceedingly basic way and it is
merely soon after i finished reading through this ebook where basically altered me, affect the way i think.
-- Darby Ryan-- Darby Ryan

I actually started o  looking over this publication. Indeed, it really is play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Its been printed in an
exceedingly basic way and is particularly just right after i finished reading this ebook by which actually altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Toney Bernhard-- Toney Bernhard
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